Thursday, July 15, 2021

1 MILE PACE RACE 1 PURSE $1,000
BANK OF MONTICELLO 2 Year Old Pace AE NW 700 LT AE Maiden
CANCELED

TIME - OFF TIME: 5:30 pm
1 ROCKIN LILU 1 DRoland
2 SHES A DESIRE 2 WRoland
3 SHES A SHOWOFF 3 AHauser
4 DELCO DESIRE 4 WRoland
5 TUMPY JOGGLES 5 CSturtz
6 FLAMELESS QUEEN 6 AHines

MUTUEL -

1 MILE TROT RACE 2 PURSE $2,500
EXCHANGE BANK OF NE MISSOURI Trot Missouri Owned
CANCELED

TIME - OFF TIME: 5:50 pm
1 FIRST PLOVER 1 RAnderson
2 FIRST GUNNER 2 WRoland

MUTUEL -

1 MILE PACE RACE 3 PURSE $1,000
JERRY & CARMEN ARNOLD MEMORIAL 2 Year Old Pace AE NW 700 LT AE Maiden
CANCELED

TIME - OFF TIME: 6:10 pm
1 OHANOA 1 CSturtz
2 LUCY'S TRUTH SCALE 2 RBurks
3 DURCINS RANGE 3 AHauser
4 BIG TITOS 4 AHauser
5 RYAN N WISCO 5 CSturtz

MUTUEL -

1 MILE PACE RACE 4 PURSE $1,000
HOEWINING TRUCKING, LLC FFA Pace
CANCELED

TIME - OFF TIME: 6:30 pm
1 NA T A CAM 1 WRoland
2 ROLAND N ROCK 2 WRoland
3 ROCKAM Socks OFF 3 CSturtz
4 MINNE VENNE 4 WRoland
5 JOLO GO N SPI 5 AHauser

MUTUEL -

1 MILE PACE RACE 5 PURSE $1,000
KAHOKA STATE BANK Pace NW $5000 AE NW 5 Races LT
CANCELED

TIME - OFF TIME: 6:50 pm
1 SHETALSAKABOUTMONEY 1 CSturtz
2 ZIPPER SLIPPER 2 WRoland
3 OVER HEAD SURPRISE 3 GLiles
4 PUT ON THE BOX 4 WRoland
5 MAXIMUM FORCE 5 JTelfer

MUTUEL -

1 MILE TROT RACE 6 PURSE $1,000
MEHRBADT INSURANCE AGENCY 2 Year Old Trot AE NW 700 LT AE Maiden
CANCELED

TIME - OFF TIME: 7:00 pm
1 INTERSPITWANSONSPI 1 KRaymond
2 HOFMINTSPITWANSONSPI 2 CSturtz
3 MUNCHON 3 AHauser
4 DUNES COOKIE 4 DRoland
5 BLAZING LIFTER 5 AHines

MUTUEL -

1 MILE TROT RACE 7 PURSE $1,000
OTT'S AUTO SUPPLY In Memory of SHI Old Trot NW $3500 AE NW 5 Races LT
CANCELED

TIME - OFF TIME: 7:30 pm
1 GIRLEY GOR GONER 1 KRaymond
2 MARVELOUS MONA 2 WRoland
3 THE SPAMAZON 3 AHauser
4 HAWK W GONER 4 CSturtz
5 DODGYCATH GO N SPI 5 SDemars
6 LT TURBO 6 GLiles
7 RONDEY HILL 7 AHines
8 PARIS AND COMPANY 8 AHauser

MUTUEL -

1 MILE PACE RACE 8 PURSE $1,000
TNT TRUCK N INC Pace NW $300 AE NW 700 LT
CANCELED

TIME - OFF TIME: 7:50 pm
1 MIDNIGHT SAFFRON 1 DRoland
2 ZAPANEELU 2 JTelfer
3 STELLABRATING 3 AHines
4 HOLLAPAHANDOLL 4 AHines
5 THAT'S MY LEROY 5 WRoland

MUTUEL -

1 MILE TROT RACE 9 PURSE $1,000
KARL & DOROTHY TRUMP MEMORIAL 2 Year Old Trot AE NW 700 LT AE Maiden
CANCELED

TIME - OFF TIME: 8:10 pm
1 AL MARI FAMOUS 1 AHauser
2 PATCHWITAN GONERI 2 SDemars
3 RUZZLEDYK GO N SPI 3 RBurks
4 CR VITA BOY 4 CSturtz

MUTUEL -

1 MILE PACE RACE 10 PURSE $2,500
WILSON & TRIPLETT FUNERAL HOME Pace Missouri Owned
CANCELED

TIME - OFF TIME: 8:30 pm
1 OPALS LIL EMERALD 1 FCWenz
2 RUBY ROSE 2 JSaner
3 OPALS LIL GARNET 3 JTelfer

MUTUEL -

1 MILE PACE RACE 11 PURSE $1,000
WISS & WISS EQUIPMENT, INC. 2 Year Old Pace AE NW 700 LT AE Maiden
CANCELED

TIME - OFF TIME: 8:50 pm
1 REDEYEY ROY 1 WRoland
2 SUNSHINE ACE 2 WRoland
3 OVER HEAD TWISTER 3 GLiles
4 RIBS SWEETHEART 4 CSturtz
5 COUNTRY LONGSHOT 5 AHauser

MUTUEL -

1 MILE TROT RACE 12 PURSE $1,000
GREEN VALLEY SEED, LLC and E.J. SHAFTER MEMORIAL FFA Trot
CANCELED

TIME - OFF TIME: 9:10 pm
1 CR VALENTINE 1 CSturtz
2 LOU SALTIRE 2 SDemars
3 IM ANOTHER WILSON 3 AHauser
4 KUNG RAIL 4 CSturtz

MUTUEL -